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EXECUTIVE BOARD 2018 

 

President Jack Russell 

Chairperson David Griffin 

Secretary Michael Hickey 

Treasurer Bryan O’Donnell 

Board Members Robert Duggan 

 Jack Filan 

 Kuros Mohammadi 

 Joe O’Mahony 

 Chris Thomas 

 Ted Williamson 
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COMMITTEES AND OFFICIALS 2018 

 

Cricket Committee  

Richard Rutland Chairperson 

Kevin O’Sullivan  

Gerard O’Sullivan  

Joe O’Mahony Fixtures Secretary 

Kevin Hennessy  

  

  
Child Welfare Officer  
John Ketch  
  
  
Disciplinary Convenor  
Ger O’Sullivan  
  
  
Nominees to Cricket Ireland  
Board David Griffin 

Cricket Committee Michael Hickey 

Finance Committee Bryan O’Donnell 

  
  
Interprovincial/Munster Reds  
Head Coach Ted Williamson 

Manager David Griffin 

Team Admin Officer Kevin Galvin 

Selectors Jack Tector 

 Chris Thomas 

  

  

Other Staff  

Regional  Development Officer Jim Doran 

Administrative Assistant Kevin Galvin 
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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT 2018 

2018 saw Ireland play its first Test match as it entered into its new role as a Full 

Member with ICC.  Many of us travelled from Munster to witness the game and, with 

the unfortunate exception of the first day washout, it was a historic and great 

experience.  One downside in 2018 was that the flow of funding from ICC and 

Broadcasting Rights was much less than expected and this has delayed many of the 

plans Cricket Ireland has to put funding into game development across the country.  

Signs are more hopeful now in respect of the finances but I think it will be at least 2020 

before we begin to see more funding work its way down to the Unions and ultimately 

the clubs.   

In Munster itself, the most significant developments in 2018 were: 

 The success of the Munster Reds and Munster Heat squads which are dealt with in 

detail in the representative cricket section of this report; 

 The formation of the Youth Cricket Working Group, followed by the appointment of 

John Buss to the role of Youth and Coaching Coordinator, a position supported by 

Cricket Ireland.  John’s report confirms the extent of activity that was carried out 

across the youth cricket area in 2018 and this will be built on further in 2019; and 

 The commencement of a Strategic Review process with the assistance of Maeve 

Buckley whose role is funded by Cricket Ireland.  Maeve’s role is twofold: 

i. To work with us to adapt our governance structures to better suit our needs; 

and 

ii. To assist us put implementation plans in place to enable us achieve the 

objectives set out in the Strategic Plan 2017-2010.   

Related to this process, Cricket Ireland are working with the Unions on replacing the 

current Regional Development Officer roles with revised positions and the structuring 

of the development role for Munster will be part of the overall review that Maeve is 

assisting us with.  I would like to place on record my appreciation of the work that Jim 

Doran has done over the past ten years in this area.  He will be standing down from this 

role in the coming weeks.  I hope that he will not be lost to Munster Cricket and will 

continue to be active in difference capacities in future.   

Many people contribute to making cricket happen in Munster at club and Union level 

and I would like to put on record my appreciation for what they do.  Two long serving 

members of the Executive, Chris Thomas and Kuros Mohammadi, stand down today 

and our thanks are due to them for their contribution over many years.  I would like to 

congratulate Jack Russell on a successful first year as President and wish him well again 

for 2019.   
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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT 2018 – CONTINUED 

 

The challenges for Munster Cricket are many and varied but I do believe that we are 

moving in the right direction.  If we continue to put in the work required over the next 

couple of years, we will achieve the growth in numbers and standards that we need.   

 

 

David Griffin 

Chairperson 

3 December 2018 
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CONGRATULATIONS 

 

Congratulations are extended to: 

 

Ted Williamson and the Munster Reds squad on a successful second season in the T20 

IP competition and on securing wins against North West Warriors and Leinster 

Lightning.   

Aaron Cawley on his inclusion in the Irish squad for the U19 World Cup in January 

2018.  Aaron was the first Munster player to participate in a World Cup competition.   

Cian Egerton on his selection for Ireland U15 in 2018 and inclusion in the current 

Ireland U17 squad. 

Gerard O’Sullivan on umpiring his first List A match when he was one of the on the field 

umpires at the Mardyke when Munster Reds played Northern Knights.   

Chris Thomas on receiving the Munster President’s Award in recognition of his 

contributions to the Munster Executive and Youth Cricket in Munster over many years.   

Limerick Cricket Club on reaching the National Cup Final, a first for any Munster Club, 

and to Mortaza Sidiqi who received a Cricket Ireland Awards nomination in the best 

male club player category.   

Munster U15s who reached the Leinster U15A Cup Final.   
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CRICKET COMMITTEE REPORT 

 

2018 was a busy season in Munster and, except at the start of the season, the mainly 

good weather ensured all competitions were completed with relatively few matches 

ending up as no results.  In all, eleven competitions were completed in a season which 

saw a new Division 3 league established and T20 competitions held at each level.   

The T20 competitions were very well received and proved popular among players at all 

levels.   Twenty three teams participated in the league competitions and it is expected 

that the number of teams participating in 2019 will again increase.   

Full details of the competition winners and league tables are included on pages 20 and 

21. 

The cricket committee spent significant time prior to the start of the season in revising 

and updating the playing regulations to take account of the new MCC laws and to deal 

with some deficiencies that had been encountered in the 2017 season.  This exercise was 

largely successful but the committee will again look at where changes may be 

necessitated before the 2019 season commences.  Indeed, some law changes will be 

coming through from the MCC following review of how some of the new laws worked in 

practice and such changes will be incorporated into the regulations as necessary.   

Further disciplinary issues arose in 2018 which is regrettable.  Gerard O’Sullivan acted 

as the Disciplinary Chairperson in 2018 and his group of volunteers has been dealing 

with the matters that arose. In cooperation with Cricket Ireland, work is ongoing to 

ensure that the approach to disciplinary matters is consistent across all the Unions. 

Social media usage guidelines were issued on the website and these will be reviewed 

again in light of experience in 2018.   

Our thanks go to the members of the cricket committee for their hard work during 

2018.  In particular, we express our thanks to the Chairperson of the committee, 

Richard Rutland, and to the Fixtures Secretary, Joe O’Mahony, who put in a huge 

amount of work to overcome the weather disruption in April and early May and to 

reorganise fixtures to accommodate the extended Cup Runs of Limerick, Co Kerry and 

Co Galway in the National Cup.  
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FINANCIAL REPORT 

 

The detailed accounts which will be presented to the Annual General Meeting by the 

Treasurer, Bryan O’Donnell, will show a manageable deficit for the year.  Income 

mainly currently arises from two sources, club affiliation fees and annual funding of 

€7,500 from Cricket Ireland, and this constrains significantly what the Union can do.  It 

is fully recognised that it is essential that Munster Cricket starts to generate income 

itself through sponsorship and other commercial partnerships.  A start was made in 

2018 with All Rounder Sports coming on board to sponsor Munster Reds and the Cups 

and Leagues.  Thanks go to Kevin Galvin for his work bringing All Rounder on board 

and we hope to build on this in 2019.  We would like to acknowledge the contribution to 

the Union in 2018 by two commercial partners – Carey Tool Hire and Elite Cuisine. 

Club facility grant funding of €8,000 has been received from Cricket Ireland for 2016, 

2017 and 2018.  Grant allocations were processed by the Union and approved by Cricket 

Ireland for 2016/2017 and the clubs involved are in the process of drawing down these 

funds as the related projects proceed.  Applications for the 2018 fund have been 

received from the clubs and will be assessed and approved before the end of this year.   

Aside from the annual funding of €7,500 and the grant allocations noted above, Cricket 

Ireland also provide financial support which covers the following: 

 Financing of Munster Reds participation in the T20 Interprovincial tournament; 

 Payment of the salary and expense costs for our Development Officer; 

 Contribution towards the cost of our Administrative Officer, Kevin Galvin; 

 Funding to support the appointment of a Youth and Coaching Coordinator; 

 Funding towards the cost of a consultant, Maeve Buckley, who is assisting us with 

the implementation of our Strategic Plan and review of our governance structures.   

The monetary value of Cricket Ireland’s support is in excess of €75,000 for which 

Munster Cricket is very grateful.  It is hoped that increased levels of financial support 

can be sourced through Cricket Ireland as the benefits of full membership flow down to 

the domestic game but it is acknowledged that this will take some time to materialise.   
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REPRESENTATIVE CRICKET 

Munster Reds 

2018 saw the Munster Reds build significantly on the performances achieved in 2017 

and the T20 Interprovincial series finished with a fine performance by the squad in the 

festival weekend in Pembroke where two wins were achieved in three matches.  The 

final game of the festival was generally agreed to be the best T20 game in the 

competition and the result went down to the last ball before the Reds came out with a 2 

run win over the champions, Leinster Lightning.   

The 2018 season had got off to a slow start due to delays in the process of agreeing 

transfer of player terms among the Unions which delayed the finalisation of squads.  

The bad weather in Munster through April and May made practice impossible and 

indeed forced us to switch our opening game against Leinster Lightning from the 

Mardyke to Pembroke.  All these factors contributed to a poor performance in that 

game but the squad played very well thereafter and, after competitive performances 

against the Warriors and Knights, the elusive first win was achieved in the opening 

festival match against the Warriors.  The festival format helps the Reds by enabling us 

to get the squad together and thus build team spirit and work on our tactical approach.  

It looks like 2019 will see the T20s run in a festival format and it is expected that we will 

host a festival in the Mardyke in 2020.   

The squad composition remains as agreed with Cricket Ireland in 2017 with a minimum 

of four Munster based players in the side in all matches.  It is pleasing to note the 

inclusion of Stephen Doheny, David Delaney and Jack Tector in Irish Wolves and 

Ireland squads which enables us to demonstrate that the Reds side is assisting the Irish 

selectors identify and bring through new talent.  In regard to the Munster players, the 

stand out performer was again Yacob Ali as demonstrated by the statistics following.  

Otherwise, the selection emphasis was on bringing young players with future prospects 

through to the side and so Ru Jones, Senan Jones, Diarmuid Carey, Cormac Hassett 

and Mortaza Sidiqi all featured in the squad.  This emphasis will continue in 2019 and 

beyond.   

Thanks are due to the Reds management team for their hard work in 2018 in getting the 

side to its current level: 

Ted Williamson Head Coach 
David Griffin Chairperson of Selectors 
Jack Tector and Jeremy Benton Captains/Selectors 
Kevin Galvin Team Admin Officer 
Chris Thomas Selector 
 

The objectives for 2019 are to continue to win matches and to bring through more 

young Munster based players into the side.    
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REPRESENTATIVE CRICKET - CONTINUED 

With Cricket Ireland High Performance Group setting demanding targets, a continuing 

high standard of performance is essential to enable us retain our status and to ensure 

that the Reds are the 4th team in the T50 competition when Cricket Ireland’s finances 

permit the expansion of that competition – hopefully in 2020. 

 

Munster Reds 

Best Performers 2018 

Batting Matches Innings Not out Runs Highest Average 
       
S Doheny 6 6 1 193 64 38.60 
O Gunning 3 3 - 96 53 32.00 
RJ Forrest 5 5 - 116 36 23.20 
M Sorensen 6 5 - 86 48 17.20 
 

Bowling Overs Maidens Runs Wickets Average Best 
       
Y Ali 24 - 169 12 14.08 4.29 
D Delaney 15 1 104 5 20.80 2.30 
J Benton 23.1 - 164 6 27.33 3.18 
M Sorensen 23 - 229 5 45.80 1.29 
 

Development Squad 

The Munster Development side, “Munster Heat” was very active during the season and 

played the following fixtures: 

29 May Two T20 fixtures v MCC 
June Alan Murray Cup – 6 fixtures 
25/26 July Two 45 over fixtures v Leinster U17 
22 August 50 over fixture v MCC 
24 August 20 over fixture v MCC 
 

These matches provided excellent experience for a strong cohort of players in the 16-22 

years age bracket and to a number of other players on the fringes of the Munster Reds 

side.  Thanks go to Ted Williamson who looked after the management of the side and to 

Jeremy Benton who captained the side in most of the matches that were played.   
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REPRESENTATIVE CRICKET - CONTINUED 

 

The big development here was the participation in the Alan Murray Cup.  Five matches 

were played in the group stages resulting in wins over Merrion and Terenure and a tie 

with Clontarf.  Defeats to Phoenix and YMCA were by 4 and 2 runs respectively.  This 

earned the squad a quarter final against Clontarf who were the eventual winners of the 

competition.  This competition provided great experience for the sixteen players who 

were involved and thirteen of these were in the age-group from 16 to 22.  In 2019, the 

side will fulfil a similar fixture list and, possibly, will also have games against the 

development teams in the other Unions.   
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YOUTH AND SCHOOLS CRICKET 

1. Summary 

In the report below I will summarise youth player activity across the province and 

beyond. This activity comprises a varied cohort of age & ability, across a range of 

formats and locations. I have, records allowing, tried to draw attention to notable 

performances whilst giving a true flavour of the current state of youth cricket in 

Munster.  

My primary objective is to provide a base standard upon which, future activity can be 

measured against to identify and quantify output and outcomes. 

2. Schools 

For 2018, Munster provincial schools cricket & activity consisted of the Munster Senior 

Schools Championship and various schools training programs. 

2.1  School Training Activity 

This activity can be split into two types;   

Club inspired and organised, such as for example the HCC run program for 1st level 

schools in the clubs catchment area prior to the 2018 season. Such like events, are the 

remit of the clubs and are presumably reported at the appropriate club AGM etc.  

(MYWG will try to quantify such club activity for the 2019 season.) 

CI RDO programs.  These events are reported on separately by the RDO.  The most 

notable would be the Sexton’s St project. (see below)  It should be also noted that the 

current RDO regime is due to end shortly and future CI schools training is in current 

discussion. 

2.2  MCU Senior Schools Championship 

2018 saw the expansion of this reasonably successful and highly contested T20 event.  

Following on from the CI and RDO supported project, Sexton St CBS, Limerick joined 

the 5 Co. Cork based teams (Midleton College, Presentation Brothers, Christian 

Brothers, Cork Combined Schools, Bandon Grammar) in the 2018 Championship.  

Sadly this year’s event was marred with unprecedented bad weather, which saw the 16 

matches reduced to only 7 and CCS playing no matches at all. 

The positives were that Bandon were able to facilitate playing 4 of the matches on a 

Hockey pitch, which kept the competition alive and the full participation of Sexton St 

(Managed by Lloyd Wolfe), who proved to be a source of new playing talent.  The 

Championship was won by Bandon.  Their success was founded on the opening batting 

of Liam Edwards & Jack Buss (both HCC) who had partnership competition stats of 310 

runs and the bowling efforts of Daniel Kennedy (CCCC) & Jackson Gilbert (HCC) who 

took a combined 25 wickets. 
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YOUTH AND SCHOOLS CRICKET CONTINUED 

Finally, attempts have been made to establish senior schools cricket in the autumn term 

with two outdoor T20’s involving Bandon, Douglas CS, Presentation BC, Christian BC.  

Although not particularly successful in terms of the quality of competition during play, 

these matches did set a precedent for the future.  In addition an indoor schools 

tournament has been floated but to date not actioned. 

3. Representative 

Representative cricket can be broken down into individual and team based activity. 

3.1  Individual Representative 

3.1.1 National 

Seanan Jones (U17, HCC), Diarmuid Carey (U17, CCCC), Cian Egerton (U15, WDCC) & 

Luke O’Rielly (U15, HCC), Jamie Bryan (U13, LCC), all participated in the respective 

national Irish winter training squads at some stage.  Cian was selected and played in six 

International matches with best performances of 43no and 5 overs 2 wkts for 10 runs. 

3.1.2 Interprovincial 

Seanan (Captained) & Diarmuid both played in the U17 interpros for Southern 11. This 

competition saw the introduction of a new format with three T20 matches added to the 

three 50 over games. During the week S11 won four of their six matches, with best 

performances of Seanan, 69, 38 and 3 for 34, 2 for 31.  Diarmuid, 43 and 6 for 31, 3 for 

11. 

Cian & Luke played in the U15 interpros as part of the U15 Southern 11, which followed 

the new program as detailed above.  S11 won two of the six matches with best 

performances for Cian of 43 and 2 for 15. 

3.2 MCU Team Based 

3.2.1 MCU15 – LCU15 A League & Cup 

This season saw the continuation of the successful entry of an MCU team in the Leinster 

U15 club league & Cup. 20 players from 5 clubs participated in the four league and three 

cup matches, on a run to the final where MCU lost to Rush CC.   Across the matches, 

there were notable performances with the bat by Eshan O’Sullivan (CCCC), Cian 

Egerton (WDCC), Jamie Bryan (LCC), Freddie Froggatt & Luke O’Rielly (HCC).  With 

bowling, Cian, Luke, plus Kanish Kumar (HCC) feature. Mention to Eshan & Barry 

Vosloo (HCC) for keeping performances. 
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YOUTH AND SCHOOLS CRICKET CONTINUED 

3.2.2 MCU/LCU 17 Series 

The two matches took place in July and were hotly contested with LCU winning both. 

Sadly I have no stats. 

3.2.3 MCU/LCU 15 Series 

The three match series took place in August at Harlequins CC.   

MCU won the T20 with some spirited batting and then an excellent performance in the 

field.  The basis of a competitive 1st innings total being an 89 run partnership between 

Adam Hickey (45) & Jack Buss (39) (Both HCC). In the second innings, aggressive 

bowling by Luke O’Rielly (3 wkts, HCC) & Mike Higgins (2 wkts, HCC), assisted by 

Adam Hickey (2 wkts), Max Egan (1wkt, HCC), Shane O’Rielly (1wkt, HCC).  Mention to 

Jack Buss for 2 catches and a run out. 

The two following 45 over games were both lost with LCU spinners dominating both 

games.  MCU showed some resistance at times but were ultimately outclassed. A 

mention to Daniel Kennedy (CCCC), Max, Mike, Luke & Adam for resilient bowling 

against an aggressive LCU batting lineup. 

4. Participation 

2018 saw most club youth sections grow with approximately 190 players registered 

across the province, a growth I would estimate of about 15% on 2017. 

4.1  Minor Youth 

Most activity at this entry level group was based around internal club training and ad 

hoc matches. Three organised interclub blitzes took place and a special mention to 

CCCC for a regular Saturday morning open softball based event. 

4.2  Junior Youth 

This cohort comprised the transition hard ball players (roughly U10 to 13) and is the 

current bulk, numbers wise of youth players in Munster. No formalised league took 

place but overall there were around 12 matches at this level across several formats from 

T15 to 30 overs.  The highlight may well have been an innovative combined HCC/CCCC 

team v LCC. 
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YOUTH AND SCHOOLS CRICKET CONTINUED 

4.3  Senior Youth 

Most players in this group played the majority of their cricket in Adult teams. There 

were however a small number of interclub games between HCC & CCCC which highlight 

the fact of player numbers in Cork.  Without doubt the highlight from the feedback of 

the players, was the drawn unlimited overs two day match between HCC & a CCCC team 

which featured players from Lismore and Limerick. From the first ball which was 

crashed to the boundary, to the last where the holding out batsmen were under intense 

pressure, surrounded by all 9 outfield players, the game was fiercely competitive and 

riveting for the spectators. Not many youth matches feature between innings pitch 

rolling, declarations and a team avoiding the follow on. 

4.4  Adult Competition 

The majority of competitive youth cricket takes place within the MCU adult & Cork T20 

competitions. I would estimate that across Munster Youth, game participation was up 

more than 30% this season due to following this successful route. 

The notable points were HCC introducing a 4th team which comprised a normal ratio of 

9 youth to 2 adults.  In addition the successful Hurricanes youth team nearly fought 

through to the CT20 final with no adult players.  Mention to CCCC who followed a 

similar process with a youth/adult Strykers CT20 team and a policy of promoting youth 

with the adult teams.  This was mirrored across the smaller youth sections in the 

province. 

The CRICHQ leader boards show that;  

For batting 8 youth players featured in the top fifty. 14 players in the top hundred. Six 

youth players scored more than 300 runs and 16 more than a 100 runs in adult 

competitions. 

For bowling it is a similar picture with 8 in the top fifty & 14 in top hundred.  In terms of 

wickets taken, there are four youth who took 20 plus and eleven who took 10 plus. 

In terms of CricHQ MVP the influence of youth across Munster adults games is even 

more significant with youth making up 20% of the top fifty players. 

5. Training 

This October saw the start of a Munster Youth ten week winter training program at 

Little Island. Currently 43 players have joined the program from 4 clubs and covers U11, 

13 & 15 age groups. 
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YOUTH AND SCHOOLS CRICKET CONTINUED 

 

6. Working Group 

In 2018 the Munster Youth Working Group was formed.  Currently we are formulating 

policies and programs on developing youth matches and increasing participation, with 

currently much input to the CI review of the MCU. 

7. Conclusion 

Overall 2018 saw a lot of youth activity, which I would estimate to have been an 

increase of about 10 to 20% of total activity which took place in 2017.  Youth sections 

are growing at clubs across the province but realistically we are not yet at the critical 

mass in terms of numbers to support competitive province wide underage leagues.  The 

majority of competitive youth activity takes place within adult competitions and outside 

of interclub youth matches. 

The MYWG needs to address this and think of policies and actions to support youth 

section growth, develop peer to peer competition, whilst supporting and pushing youth 

involvement in Adult competitions. 

John Buss 

Munster Youth Co-Ordinator 

22/11/2018 
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DEVELOPMENT OFFICER REPORT 

 

RDO for Munster: Summary of 2018 work as at November 20th 2018  

NB: To be read in conjunction with 2018 Participation Figures document 

 

Participation – National Schools (as at November 20th 2018) 

177 sessions have been delivered to a total of 1849 boys (16% increase on 2017) and 1125 

girls (5% increase on 2017) in 24 national schools across 4 counties. A number of these 

sessions were delivered [i] under the ‘Healthy Ireland’ (HI) initiative in conjunction 

with Cork Sports Partnership; [ii] as part of the Active Flag programme.  

5 of these schools were new to cricket.  

Mini-Tournaments have been hosted by Cork County (5 schools involved); Co. Kerry CC 

for the first time (2 schools involved) and Waterford District (3 schools involved).   

School to Club link days were held at Cork County CC, Limerick CC and Waterford 

District CC. 

 

Participation – Secondary Schools (as at November 20th 2018) 

Co-ordinated running of the Munster Schools T20 Cup with 5 schools participating 

including for the first time a team from Sexton St. CBS Limerick. 

Facilitated 1 session at Rockwell College (19 boys participating); 1 session at St. 

Michael’s College, Listowel (54 boys participating); 1 session at Villiers School, Limerick 

(8 boys participating). 

Under the Women in Sport (WIS) delivered [i] 6 sessions at Laurel Hill Colaiste (54 

girls participating); [ii] 12 sessions at Presentation Secondary, Waterford (69 girls 

participating) 
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DEVELOPMENT OFFICER REPORT CONTINUED 

 

Cricket Ireland- specific other work 

 3 days with the event management team at Malahide for Pakistan Test match in May 

 9 days as the event manager team for the Ireland .v. Bangladesh Women’s T20 

series in June/July 

 3 days with the event management team for the Ireland Wolves .v. Bangladesh A T 

20 series in August 

 Compilation of 2018 ICC Survey Participation; Competition; Facility and Coach 

numbers data for MCU-area 

 Drafting of quarterly workplans for Participation Director/MCU 

 Update of School to Club link documentation  

 Update  of Schools’ database 

 Liaison with Active Flag organisation 

 Preparation, attendance and follow-up for meeting with CI PD, Elaine Nolan, in 

January 

 Preparation, attendance and follow-up for 6 meetings with MCU Chairman 

 Generation and publication of tweets and photos on RDO activity  

 Maintaining photographic archive of RDO activity 

 Drafted proposals for Women in Sport (WIS) initiative 2017 

 

MCU- specific other work 

 Co-ordinated first two meetings of MYWG 
 Attended WDCC youth session in July 

 Attended Lismore/WDCC XI .v. Cork XI match in September 

 Attended WDCC .v. Cork County U13 match in July 

 Ran kids’ participation event at Cork County youth event in August 
 Table cricket demonstration at Cork Sportsability event 
 Delivery of CSP/MCU/CI cricket sets to 8 schools 

 Delivery of cricket workshop for WSP 

 Review of draft terms of Reference for Munster Youth Co-ordinator 

 Compiled end-of-year RDO report 

 

General  

 Office administration 
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COMPETITIONS 2018 

League Winners 

Premier Cork County 1 
Division 1 Limerick 2 
Division 2 Co Tipperary 2 
Division 3 Limerick 4 
 

Cup Winners 

Senior Cup Co Kerry 1 
Junior Cup Co Kerry 2 
Minor Cup UCC 
 

T20 Competitions 

Premier Cork County 1 
Division 2 Co Kerry 2 
Division 2 Co Tipperary 2 
Division 3 Limerick 4 
 

League Tables 

Premier P W L T NR Pts Bonus Pts Total 
         
Cork County 12 10 1 0 1 210 32 242 
Cork Harlequins 12 6 4 0 2 140 26 166 
Limerick 12 6 4 0 2 140 26 166 
Co Kerry 12 3 9 0 0 60 33 93 
Co Galway 12 2 9 0 1 30 7 37 
 

Division 1 P W L T NR Pts Bonus Pts Total 
         
Limerick 10 9 1 0 0 180 19 199 
Co Kerry 10 5 4 0 1 110 19 129 
Cork County 10 3 4 0 3 94 22 116 
Midleton 10 4 5 0 1 90 26 116 
Co Tipperary 10 3 5 0 2 60 17 77 
Cork Harlequins 10 2 7 0 1 50 22 72 
 

Division 2 P W L T NR Pts Bonus Pts Total 
         
Co Tipperary 8 6 1 0 1 130 22 152 
Cork Harlequins 8 5 2 0 1 110 16 126 
Co Kerry 8 3 4 0 1 70 19 89 
Limerick 8 2 5 0 1 50 13 63 
Midleton 8 1 5 0 2 40 (20) 20 
UCC * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

* UCC forfeited three games and were removed from the league.  
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COMPETITIONS 2018 - CONTINUED 

 

Divisions P W L T NR Pts Bonus Pts Total 
         
Limerick 10 7 3 0 0 140 31 171 
Cork County 10 6 3 0 1 130 28 158 
Lismore 10 6 3 0 1 130 27 157 
Waterford & District 10 3 5 0 2 80 10 90 
Cork Harlequins 10 3 6 0 1 70 20 90 
North Kerry 10 2 7 0 1 50 4 54 
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AWARD WINNERS 

Premier Division 

Batting Mortaza Sidiqi Limerick 
Bowling Senan Jones Cork Harlequins 
 

Division 1 

Batting Awais Shah Co Kerry 
Bowling Naveen Khan Midleton 
 

Division 2 

Batting Gavin Gibson Midleton 
Bowling Praveen Poulouse Co Tipperary 
 

Division 3 

Batting Jonathan Boulding North Kerry 
Bowling Talha Kayani Cork County 
 

Munster Heat Awards 

Batting Cormac Hassett/Ru Jones Cork County/Cork Harlequins 
Bowling Abubaker Saddique Cork County 
 

President’s Award for Services to Munster Cricket 

Chris Thomas Limerick CC 
  
Munster U17 Player of the Year 

Senan Jones Cork Harlequins 
 

Munster U15 Player of the Year 

Cian Egerton Waterford & District 
 

Club of the Year 

Co Kerry  
 

Spirit of Cricket Awards 

Gary Pickett  North Kerry 
Maaz Mohammadi Limerick 
 


